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Daksh, Avika, Vihaan, Bhav
Audio played

Principal: Atul Wadhawan

“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn.”

Morning assembly undoubtedly holds the numero uno position out of all the routine
activities in a school. It aids community participation as well as hones the skills of
children on account of healthy competitive spirit between different groups. Probably
it’s the first platform which is provided to young minds, boosting their confidence
towards public speaking and imbibing a feeling of team spirit in their nascent minds.
Keeping up with the same the students of class III B conducted their class assembly
on September 02, 2021 .The topic of the assembly was ‘Teachers- Ladder of
Society’.
The assembly commenced with the Morning Prayer which is believed to provide
peace and serenity to our minds and souls.
After prayer theme of the assembly was presented through power point and
explained by the students simultaneously. It was explained that the role of a teacher
is just like that of the proverbial 'ladder'. A ladder is used by everyone to climb up
in life; but the ladder stays in its place and it feels proud to take others to the top by
staying at its original place. It is the teacher only who can bring unlimited fortunes
in the lives of the students. Apart from this, Journey of transformation of teachers
from physical classroom to virtual classroom was expressed through a poem.

